Abstract. Let t = {<,}, /' = 1, 2,..., n + k, be a given sequence in [a, b] 
Recently De Boor [1] and Karlin [2] showed the existence of a perfect spline p E F(t,/0) of degree k with less than n interior knots, i.e. a function of the form for some real constants a0, ¿7,, . . . , ak_ " c and for a < £, < ■ • • < £r_, < b (r < n), and that this perfect spline is a solution of the problem of minimising ll/^lloo over au / m F(t,/0). A special case of this result was earlier considered by Schoenberg [7] , who attributed his main results to Glaeser [3] and Louboutin [5] . Now, let A be a positive number larger than H/o^U,», and let F = F(t,UA) = {/ £ F(t,/0): ll/X < A).
(1.4)
Our main result is the following, which generalises some work of McClure [6] . Theorem 1. There are precisely two perfect splines g, h in F with |gw| = lA^I = A and less than (n + 1) interior nodes. For any f £ F min(g(x), h(x)) < f(x) < max(,j(;c), h(x)), Vx E[a, b}. (1.5) Furthermore g (or h) has exactly n interior nodes a, < a2 < • • • < an which are the unique set of points such that Ma) -2*(a,) + 2t(a2)-+ 2(-!)>(«") + (-1)"+V(¿>) = A '/aVV (or-^'/Vf) (1.6)
/or ail t// w/'î/i t|/' e V(t).
Here F(t) denotes the class of all spline functions of degree k -I, with knots at t, which vanish outside [a, b\.
The above result persists when the derivatives are replaced by a differential operator of the form
where W¡(x) E Ck 
(1.9)
Furthermore g (or h) has exactly n interior nodes a, < a2 < • • • < a" which are the unique set of points such that
/or a//1// w/7A »//' E ^(L^, t).
Our proof of Theorem 1 in §3 depends on an extremal problem in Banach space, stated in §2, combined with an argument of De Boor [1] .
2. Auxiliary results. Our main result depends on Theorem 3 below, which is a straightforward deduction from the Hahn-Banach Extension Theorem. A proof and some further applications were given in [4] . If the set of zeros of (* + w) has measure zero, then (2.5) is equivalent to
We shall also require the following simple property of spline functions.
Lemma 5. If a,, a2, . . . , ar are distinct points in (a, b) and r < n, then 3 a nonzero <b £ V(t) which changes sign precisely at a" a2, . . . , ar (0 can be taken as + or -).
Proof. We fix * > 1 and prove by induction on n. If n = 1, any nonzero element of V(t) has no changes of sign and so the result is true.
Suppose the result is true for n < N and take t with n = N and a" a2, . . . , ar with r < N. If r < N -1, we may apply the hypothesis to t2 < t3 < ■ ■ ■ < tN+k or tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tN+k_x to obtain <í> E V(t) which changes sign precisely at a,, a2, . . ., ar. Suppose then that r = N -I. Let 7?" B2, . . . , BN be the ß-splines for t. Choose a" a2, .. ., aN, not all zero such 
\\k(x, t) + <¡>x(t)}y(t) dt= A fb\K(x, t) + <bx(t)\ dt. (3.5)
•'a Ja
Choose hx E W^[a, b] with hx\t = /0|t and hxk) = y.
It follows from (3.3) that
Now K(x, • ) + <bx is a spline function with nodes at t u {x}, i.e. it is in F(tu {x}). Also from (3.5) we know that h(k)(t) = A s&i(K(x, t) + $,(/)) when ä:(x, í) + <í>,(í) ^ 0. (3.7)
Using the method of De Boor in [1], we may choose hx so that \hxk)\ = A on (a, o) and hxk) changes sign at at most n points in (a, b), i.e. hx is a perfect spline with less than n + 1 interior nodes. Similarly, using (3.4), a perfect spline gx with less than (n + 1) interior nodes can be found such that gx(x)<f(x), V/EF. (3.8)
Clearly gx(x) < hx(x) if x £ t. For convenience we shall call/ £ F an extremal function in F if |/w| = A on (a, è) and / has at most n interior nodes. We now show that if / is an extremal function in F, then it has precisely n interior nodes. For suppose it has less than « interior nodes. By Lemma 5 there is a nonzero <b E V(t) which changes sign at the nodes off, so that ¿/>/w = y4|<t>|. Hence Jfb fb I /*b <t>fk) = A¡ \4>\>\¡4ák) n * n * n which contradicts/|t = /0|t. Next, suppose that / is an extremal function in F, and for some i, 1 < / < n, t,: = ■ ■ ■ = ti+k_,, i.e. r, is an interior node of t of multiplicity *. We claim that / cannot have a node at t¡. For, if we let t, = {r" t2,. . ., ti+k_x] and t2 = {r" ti+x, . . ., tn+k), and apply the above result to F(t,,/0, A) and F(t2,/0, A), then/must have at least / -1 nodes in (tx, t¡) and n -i + 1 nodes in (T" tn+k). Since / has only n nodes in (tx, tn+k), it cannot have a node at t¡.
We now show that if/is an extremal function in F, then for any x E [a, b], f(x) equals gx(x) or hx(x). We may suppose x £ t. By Lemma 5, we may choose a nonzero ^ in V(t u {x}) which changes sign at the nodes of/, so that \pf(k) = A\\j/\. Now \j/ = XX(x, ■ ) + <b, for some real number X and <b £ V(t). By an argument above, <bf(k) =?*= A\<b\ and so À ¥= 0. Hence (K(x, • ) + <b)f(k) = ± A\K(x, ■ ) + <b\, and so from (3.2), (3.3), (3.4)/(x) equal gx(x) or hx(x). Now let/,,/2 be extremal functions in F. We shall show that if/, and/2 are equal at any point not in t, then they are equal throughout [a, b] . Suppose fx(x0) = f2(x0) for some x0 E (L_" tr). We know that for any x £ (tr_x, tr), f(x) = hx(x) or/(x) = gx(x) (i = 1, 2). Since gx(x) < hx(x) \/x E (tr_x, tr), then by continuity, /, =/2 throughout (tr_x, tr), and so /,(m)(L) = f¡m)(tr), m = 0, 1, .. ., * -1. Next, suppose /, =£ f2 on (tr, tß. We may assume that /, < f2 on (i,, tr+x). For any/ £ F,/, < / < /2 on (Tr, Tr+1) and so/"">(ir) = /i(m)(ir)> »» = 0, 1, . . ., * -1. Hence tr has multiplicity *, and so neither/, nor/2 can have a node at tr. Since/, = f2 on (tr_x, tß, it follows that/, = /2 on some nonempty interval (tr, a), which contradicts /, ¥= f2 on (tr, tß. So /, = f2 on (tr, b) and similar argument shows that/, = f2 on (¿z, /r_,). Hence /, = f2 on [¿7, b].
We know that there are two distinct extremal functions g, h in F. Also if / is any other extremal function in F, then for any x £ (a, b), x £ t, f(x) equals g(x) or /¡(x), and so/ = g or h on [a, />]. Furthermore for any/ E F and x E [a, b], min(g(x), h(x)) < f(x) < max(g(x),/z(x)). In this case g and h may have less than n interior nodes. Indeed g may equal h, so that g is the only function in F(t, f0) with || g^H«, = B, and by [1] , g has less than n interior nodes. for all polynomials \p of degree n. It can be shown (for instance by using Lemma 1 of Schoenberg [7] ) that (3.12) is satisfied if av = -cos(i^r/(n + 1)), v = 1, 2, ...,«, the zeros of Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. 
